WELCOME

www.joyceandsnells.co.uk

This is the next public exhibition on the proposed masterplan to inform the
planning application which will be submitted later this year, and the next step in
the regeneration of Joyce and Snell’s estates. The first planning event was in March
2022 to get your views on the emerging plans for the estate.
We now want to share with you
detailed plans before we submit
them to the planning authority at
the Council. From 21 June, you can
also view our virtual exhibition online
at www.joyceandsnells.co.uk and
submit your feedback through the
online form. You have until 10th July
to submit feedback.

You said:

We did:

That some people might
like separate kitchens
and living rooms

• Of the new homes some will have separate kitchens and others will be
open plan to meet a range of needs. See the ‘internal layout’ board
for more information

You have concerns
regarding anti-social
behaviour

• The estate has been designed to remove dark corners and alleyways
• Courtyard gardens will provide play space for children and be accessible only to
residents living in the block
• The communal entrances will be well lit and have video entry systems, security
doors, and increased CCTV
• Secure facilities for parcel deliveries to reduce theft

You would like to see
improved children’s play
areas

• 2 new parks connecting the north to the south of the estates

Request for secure cycle
spaces

• 3,900 secure cycle parking spaces for residents within the buildings and a further
300 on street for visitors

• Dedicated children’s play space with interactive play sets
• Secure gardens within the blocks including children’s play trails

• Improved walking and cycle routes through the estate
You would like to
know more about the
car parking and cycle
storage

• Parking will be in a secure location and will only be accessible to residents living
in that block
• There will be 300 bicycle stands in safe, well overlooked locations for visitors
• There will be 400 parking spaces, 60 of which will be disabled parking spaces
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Masterplan
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We are proposing:

Silver Street station

Around 2,000 new homes,
around 530 homes in the
first 4 phases and the
majority for existing
council tenants.
We are targeting family
accommodation as part
of the decant and will be
providing approximately
370 family homes across
the masterplan to cater for
a mixed-tenure community.
These will include flats,
houses and maisonettes
ranging from 1 to 5 beds.

New pedestrian
road crossing

Improvement works
to College Close

A

D

Preston Road

Improved access to open
space with 2 green routes
connecting north-south and
east-west, 2 large parks,
and additional trees.

St John and St James
CofE Primary School

Fore Street
T

New community facilities
with a multi-use hub,
nursery, and spaces for
shops and workspaces.

K

N

Buildings that prioritise
designing out crime by
avoiding blank walls, dead
ends and quiet corners.

Masterplan Concepts
There are several key principles that the
masterplan has been designed around.
The aim is to better the lives of residents
by improving the surrounding environment.
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A green masterplan
Designing out crime
Prioritising active travel.

PRINCIPLES OF
DESIGN

www.joyceandsnells.co.uk

All buildings will be designed to a high standard.
The main principles for the buildings are:
•C
 ourtyard style buildings with public external space
and secure internal shared spaces for residents.
•E
 ach core will have 6 to 8 flats per floor with 2 lifts and
a deck access or communal corridor with windows to
let natural light in.
•C
 ar parking and cycle storage for residents within the
blocks, with secure access.
•D
 esigned to meet modern standards and regulations
on daylight, thermal efficiency, water use, indoor air
quality and acoustics.

Block A entrance

•E
 ach home will have access to private outdoor space
such as a balcony, patio or garden.
•S
 hared entrances for homes on first floor and above
with inviting, double height modern lobbies and
secure door entry systems.

HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
A mix of bricks, precast elements,
terracotta and tiling to reflect the
local context and heritage
Robust materials that stand the test of time
Seek to minimise carbon impact

Block N courtyard
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This area has a great transport network, close to
bus and rail links. The plans will make it easier
to access these hubs and will accommodate
much of the transport needs of residents. We will
encourage active travel through improved cycle
and walking connections, well-lit footpaths and
routes running east-west and north-south.
This will include:
• New links to Fore Street.
•N
 ew east-west link with an improved ramp and
stairs to the bridge across the railway line.

et

•N
 ew pedestrian crossing over Sterling Way to
Silver Street to improve pedestrian safety.

Stre

ng
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SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT

•A
 pproximately 3,900 secure cycle
storage spaces.
•S
 afer and more pleasant experience to access
the shops.

On-Street Parking Bays

Secondary Road

On-Street Allocated Disabled Parking Bays

Tertiary Road

50m Disabled Space Travel Zone

Service Road

On-Street Cycle Stands

Pedestrian / Cycle Only Streets

Primary Road

Shared Surface Streets

Podium Parking Locations

Tertiary Road

Podium Access

Service Road

Primary Road

Pedestrian / Cycle Only Streets

Secondary Road

Shared Surface Streets

Car parking plan

The team have carefully considered the
provision of parking so that it meets the
12
needs of existing and future residents.

On-Street Parking Bays

Secondary Road

On-Street Allocated Disabled Parking Bays

Tertiary Road

•C
 ar parking spaces on the street will be
clearly demarcated and the rows will be
broken up by new tree planting to improve
the look and feel of the streets.

• 4
 00 parking spaces, 60 of which will be
disabled parking spaces.

50m Disabled Space Travel Zone

Service Road

On-Street Cycle Stands

Pedestrian / Cycle Only Streets

Primary Road

Shared Surface Streets

•C
 learly signed bays for deliveries
and servicing.

• 2
 0% of the car parking spaces will have
EV charging from the start, the remainder
will be future proofed and connected at a
later date.

• Provision for car club spaces.
The images above shows the location of the
parking spaces and how these will be spread
out across the estate.

•7
 0% of car parking within podiums,
the remainder will on the street.
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Sustainability
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Sustainability has been at the forefront of the design process to ensure that residents
have access to efficient homes and sustainable neighbourhoods.
There are 4 core principles:

Carbon Reduction
Phase 1 will reduce carbon by approximately 87% and emissions will aim to lower to net zero
on later phases. The development will be fossil fuel free through the use of Energetik, the
Council’s district heating network. The buildings will incorporate PV panels, materials will be
long lasting. We are also
producing
a
circular
economy
strategy
which
focuses
on
construction
Landscape Vision
waste and recycling. Place Layers

BIODIVERSITY

Landscape
Landscape Vision
Place Layers
Create an ecologically rich landscape for the
benefit of people andLandscape
natureVision
by retaining
Placecreating
Layers
and planting new trees,
a green
COMMUNITY
BIODIVERSITY
pedestrian and cycle network, 30% more
open space, and including sustainable urban
drainage to reduce any BIODIVERSITY
impact on the wider
drainage network.
Landscape Vision
Create a ecologically rich
landscape, building upon

the existing features, for the

benefit of people and nature

Encourage strong

communities through the

Create a ecologically rich

creation of a range of spaces

landscape, building upon

that meet the needs of

the existing features, for the

residents and create a sense

benefit of people and nature

of place
Create a ecologically rich
landscape, building upon

the existing features, for the

CONNECTIVITY
benefit
of people and nature

Landscape Vision
Connect the
estate into the
Place
Layers
wider urban fabric, to create a
safe and
accessible place
COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY
Place
Layers

Encourage strong
communities through the
creation of a range of spaces
that meet the needs of

BIODIVERSITY
Community and well-being
BIODIVERSITY
The scheme will encourage
a sense of
CONNECTIVITY
community and contribute to the well-being
Landscape Vision
of residents. The homes will be bright Place
andLayers
COMMUNITY
generous in space, withCONNECTIVITY
access to safe green
COMMUNITY
spaces, community facilities
and services.
residents and create a sense

Encourage strong

of place

communities through the

creation of a range of spaces

Create a ecologically rich

that meet the needs of

landscape, building upon

residents
create a sense
Create aand
ecologically
rich
of place
landscape,
building upon

the existing features, for the

the existing features, for the

benefit of people and nature

Connect the estate into the

wider urban fabric, to create a
safe and accessible place
Encourage strong
communities through the
creation of a range of spaces
that meet the needs of
residents and create a sense
of place

benefit of people and nature
Connect the estate into the

wider urban fabric, to create a
safe and accessible place

Encourage strong

communities through the

BIODIVERSITY
creation
of a range of spaces
that meet the needs of
Create a ecologically rich
residents and create a sense
landscape, building upon
of place
the existing features, for the
benefit of people and nature

CONNECTIVITY
COMMUNITY
CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity
Connect the estate to the wider area, creating
a safe and accessible place. This includes:

Connect the estate into the

wider urban fabric, to create a

Connect the estate into the

safeEncourage
and accessible
place
strong

wider urban fabric, to create a

communities through the

safe and accessible place

creation of a range of spaces
that meet the needs of

residents and create a sense

• The improved connection across the railway.
of place

CONNECTIVITY
• The pedestrian crossing of Sterling Way.
Connect the estate into the

• T
 he connection into the cycling network and
local neighbourhood.

wider urban fabric, to create a
safe and accessible place
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seating pockets for individuals or small groups and
a linear play trail which provides young children the
opportunity for play and exploration.
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Central hard and soft social
spaces
Play trail

Joyce & Snell’s Estate Re
Planted gardens 1

Private access to garden
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Block D
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Landscape spaces
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3. Central lawn
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4. Communal seating with pergola
5. Opportunity for views out

3

e south of the lawn a small growing area provides
6. Seating within planting
ents the opportunity to garden together.
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7. Garden trail with moments of equipped play
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Designed as the building’s garden, the block D podium provides residents with a central
lawn space and
8
communal seating area wrapped with a planted, light
canopied grove.
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Within each block there will be a courtyard3 that is accessible only to residents and will
Section
mmunal provide
access
ontoan
podium
area for children to play safely and residents to socialise. This will include a
ate terraces with access into garden and hedge 6
3
lawn,
planting around the edge, communal seating and a play trail for children to explore.
nting to add
privacy
6
There
will also be access to a communal garden where residents can garden together.
ntral lawn
3

ey

8. Allotment beds for communal growing

The edge planting provides shelter from prevailing
winds and opportunities for shade whilst
also
7
9 and filtering views back to the
enhancing biodiversity
building. Intertwined with the edge planting will be
seating pockets for individuals or small groups and
1
a linear play trail which
the
2 provides young children
opportunity for play and exploration.

9. Second lawn for the benefit of the southern units
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3. Central lawn
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5. Opportunity for views out
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6. Seating within planting
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7. Garden trail with moments of equipped play
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CGI of proposed podium

Artist impression of podium courtyard
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1. Communal access onto podium
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Visualisation

2. Private terraces with access into garden and hedge planting to add privacy
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3. Central lawn

7

7

4. Communal seating with pergola

2
9

5. Opportunity for views out
6. Seating within planting

2

7. Garden trail with moments of equipped play
8. Allotment beds for communal growing

Podium garden plan
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THE MEADOWS
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Ecology

Movement and
social space

Play

• A variety of planting and habitats to
cater for wildlife.

• Multifunctional play and dedicated
play spaces.

• Tree planting.

• Areas for informal play.

• A variety of plants so
there is greenery year-round.

• Physical and sensory installations
for children.

• Carefully

created space to allow
residents to cycle and walk through,
and also rest and relax.

generous
pathways

equipped
play area

Equipped play area

amenity lawn

Centrepiece play feature

centrepiece
play feature

Ecological swale

woodland park trail

Meadow Play Space

Amenity lawn
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Phases 0-3
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The planning application will be a hybrid meaning the first four phases will be submitted
in detail to the local planning authority and the remaining phases submitted as an outline
which establishes the principle of development.
The following boards show how each block in the detailed part of the application will be
delivered. We have highlighted where in the estate they will be located, and when we
plan for them to be completed.

BLOCK A
Block A will be built first, in Phase 0 and will include flats and a small selection of houses.
It is on the northwest corner of the estate, for residents to move in from Wadham House.
Block A initial site enabling works are expected to start in March 2023. This phase contains:
• 3
 2 homes, which will be 3 houses,
2 maisonettes and 27 apartments.

• Shared garden for residents to the west.

• H
 ouses will be 3 storeys and the apartment
building is 7 storeys.

• Secure bicycle parking internally, on-street
car parking.

Key
yellow - 1 bed
pink - 2 bed

Floor plan for Block A

Block A view from street

Block A

Block A view from park
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Block D
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Block D will be built in Phase 1 for residents from Snell’s Park, Regan House and Isis House.
Start on site is expected in 2025. It will include:
• 1
 75 homes, which will be 34 maisonettes and
141 apartments.

• Shared courtyard on the first floor, and
community uses on the ground floor.

• T
 he northern wing of the building will be 8
and 9 storeys, the southern wing will be
8 storeys and a 19 storey tower.

• Secure bicycle and car parking internally.

Block D view from park

Floor plan for Block D

Key
blue - 3 bed 6 person maisonette
yellow - 1 bed
pink - 2 bed
purple - 3 bed

Block D view from park

Block D
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Block N
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Block N will be built in Phase 2 for residents from Langhedge Lane. This is expected to start
in 2028. It will also include some new shops on Fore Street on the ground floor. It will include:
• 1
 36 homes, of which there will be
11 maisonettes and 125 apartments.

• A shared courtyard for residents on the
first floor.

• T
 he northern wing of the building will be
9 and 10 storeys, the southern wing will
be 6 storeys.

• Secure bicycle and car parking internally.
• A number of small retail units on Fore Street.

Block N resident entrance

Views South from Fore Street

Key
yellow - 1 bed
pink - 2 bed
purple - 3 bed

Block N
Block N floor plan
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Block K
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Block K will be built in Phase 3, and expected to start in 2028/2029. The remaining residents
will move into Block K and Block T in this final detailed phase. It will include:
• 1
 68 homes, which will be 12 maisonettes and
156 apartments.

• Shared courtyard on the first floor.
• Secure bicycle and car parking internally.

• T
 he part of the building facing the park will
be 9 and 11 storeys, and the western side
facing the street will be 5 and 6 storeys.

Block K and T street view

Block K from park

Key
yellow - 1 bed
pink - 2 bed
purple - 3 bed
Block K

Block K floorplan
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Block t
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Block T will be built in Phase 3, and expected to start in 2028/2029. The remaining residents
will move into Block K and Block T in this final detailed phase. It will include:
• 19 homes, 10 houses and 9 apartments.

• S
 ecure internal bicycle parking, and
car parking will be on street in clearly
marked bays.

• P
 rivate back gardens and the apartment
block a roof terrace.

Key
Block T Floorplan

yellow - 2 bed
purple - 3 bed

Block T Floorplan

Block T

Block T view from street
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blue - 4 bed
beige - 5 bed

INTERNAL LAYOUTS
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The internal layouts have been
designed to maximise natural
daylight, views out to open
spaces and ensure that homes
are well ventilated.

Indicative CGI of internal layout

These images show the
aspiration for the internal
layouts of the homes. There will
be further engagement with
residents following the planning
application to develop in further
detail the finishes and fitout.
The fundamental principles are:
• 9
 5% of the homes will be
dual aspect, meaning lots
of natural light.
• W
 ell lit with windows offering
great views of the open spaces.
• S
 eparate kitchens and living
spaces for most homes with
3 or more bedrooms.
• U
 tility cupboards for washing
machines.

Block K first floor

Block N

Block A ground floor

Block A first floor

Block D

Block K ground floor

• K
 itchens that fit modern
appliances.
• L
 iving spaces with access to
private outdoor space such as
a balcony, patio or garden.
• H
 ave second and third bedrooms
that are suitable for 2 children
to share, avoiding smaller single
bedrooms wherever possible.
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Next Steps
and Feedback
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Contact details

Next Steps

If you have any questions, please get in
touch via the details below:

Below is an indicative timeline for
the project going forward:

joyceandsnells@enfield.gov.uk
0203 821 1950
(10am-4pm, Monday-Friday)
Or in-person at Boundary Hall, N18 2SY

10th July 2022
Consultation closes
September 2022
Application submitted to LB Enfield
Winter 2022/2023
Application determined

*Please note that all the images shown here are indicative and
may be subject to change in the future

Spring 2023
Construction begins, subject to
planning permission
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